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SMAK-A-BALL
Smackaball is a new, versatile piece 
of gross motor equipment perfect for 
all ages and skill levels.  Comes with 
2 very light, “put together” catching 
hoops and one beach-ball type ball, 
allowing for individual or 2 person 
play.  The main idea is the ball is 
thrown and then caught by landing in 
the hoop. Hoop can be held in 1 or 2 
hands. To get the ball moving again, 
it is smacked from the underside and 
sent sailing, hopefully to be caught 
again.  Great for improving motor 
planning and bilateral coordination 
while also increasing arm and hand strength, endurance and 
range of motion.      B4460    $21.95

HAMMOCK CHAIR SWING 
FOR CHILDREN
Made from organic cotton and with an 
integrated rotary device, the Hammock 
Chair provides a more open and 
vigorous vestibular experience.  Extra 
care is taken in the construction to 
provide an attractive, durable product 
of the highest quality. Perfect in clinics, 
therapy rooms, play and children’s 
rooms. Great alternative to other, more 
institutional looking pieces of vestibular 
equipment. Weight capacity to 175lbs.

Q9877    Green   $79.95
Q9875  Purple/Pink  $79.95

HANGING 
CROWS NEST
Beautifully crafted 
swing provides 
a safe, child 
sized, “snug as 
a bug” space  for 
children.  Great space 
for calming, reading, 
playing or for generating 
vestibular input.  Comes with a soft, 
overstuffed removable pillow in the bottom.  
Material is quick drying and safe for indoor or 
outdoor use. Readily  attaches to suspension 
hardware in therapy clinics, to tree limbs 
outside or freestanding stand is available.  
Rotary device not included. Weight capacity 
to 175lbs. See online for stand and mounting 

hardware options.
Q9873  Indoor/Outdoor (pale blue & orange)  $127.95
Q9871 Colors (Indoor-Cotton; Specify color  or blue/

SWINGBALL JR.
A great piece of equipment for 
parents and therapists, at home, 
clinic or in school.  When set-up 
you have a soft foam ball attached 
to a length of rope, which is 
attached to a height adjustable 
central pole.  Using the 2 included 
rackets children play together or 
alone, trying to hit the ball around 
and around. Use inside or out to 
work on visual tracking, timing, arm strength 
and generalized endurance and fitness.  Made 
of lightweight plastic, all components can be 
easily fitted back into the carry case…which 
also acts as the stand.

M3568      $49.95

RIDE-ON  PONY
  Amazing
 “kid powered” ponies are soft plush 

on the outside with a long lasting, heavy duty mechanism on the 
inside. Forward movement is accomplished through strength and 
coordination flexion and extension at the hips, knees and elbows. 
Highly motivating to all children, the ponies provide an easy to care 
for, non-judgmental companion along with a great physical and 
motor-planning workout. Ponies only move forward, can be used 
inside or out but only on flat surface. Helmets should be worn by all 
riders. Sit a child on one of these ponies and watch them go! Comes 
in 3 sizes:
Q9801   Small  (3 to 7 yrs.)  21” seat height - weight to 110 lbs  $259.95
Q9803   Medium (5-12 yrs.) 27” seat height - weight to 150 lbs. $359.95
Q9805   Large (10yr- Adult) 31” seat height - weight to 200 lbs. $499.95

FLOOR SURFER 
SCOOTER BOARD
Beautifully and functionally 
designed, this Floor Surfer 
rolls smoothly and easily 
while safeguarding fingers.  
Padded, ergonomic design 
is 23 inches long, 15 inches 
wide and hold a maximum 
weight of 220 lbs.  Perfect for 
all scooter board activities, 
in prone, supine, sitting and 
kneeling positions. Fits all 
sizes but ideal as a first scooter 
board for younger children due 
to ease of movement, support 
provided and finger safety.   

Q1163   $129.95
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TABLET
MOSAICO
Beautifully made in 
Italy, this portable 
tablet provides 2 
magnetic dry erase 
surfaces, 8 full size, 
full color mosaic 
patterns and over 400 
soft foam magnetic 
pieces in 8 vibrant 
colors and 5 shapes.  
Create incredibly 
colorful mosaics with 
the thick, generously sized half inch pieces.  Highly motivating for 
children and adults alike.  Fingers and eyes get a rewarding workout. 
Constructed with storage basket underneath for pieces and a top 
that can be worked on flat or in an angled position.

M7865    $59.95

ITRAX
Innovative game 
where players try to 
be the first to use their 
visual tracking and 
problem solving skills 
to find the only path 
connecting 2 blocks 
on the very colorful 
pattern card. They then must recreate the path in 3 dimensions 
using the pieces provided.  Lots of ways to adapt game to students/
players level.  Use fingers or a dry erase marker to help find correct 
path; recreate path directly on top of card; recreate entire board for 
more of a spatial challenge.  Comes with 25 double sided, 8”x8” 
pattern cards in 3 levels of difficulty and 44 plastic lines and blocks 
for recreating the paths. I TRAX, you Trax, we all Trax!

V7866    $19.95

TRACE-THE-8’S
A fun and engaging 
activity designed to be 
used with children or 
adults. It works on ocular-
motor skills, midline 
crossing, laterality, 
eye-hand coordination 
and brain integration. 
This classic therapeutic 
activity has been totally 
re-imagined, wildly 
expanding its therapeutic 
range! 

Set includes 10 fully 
laminated charts of 

increasing complexity, 2 dry erase markers and an eraser. Charts 
are meant to be used in a variety of ways and in various positions 
and orientations. Also comes with an Info Sheet outlining 
how to use, skills addressed, suggested variations, care and 
maintenance.          X5002    $42.95

CREATIVITY 
CUBES
Unique set of 
12 large cubes 
with different 
components of 
a picture puzzle 
on each side. Picture puzzles are either composites of people, 
tangram shapes or mazes.  Activity booklet contains the complete 
instructions for 30 tasks and the whole, unbroken pictures of 
what players are trying to recreate. This simple set of cubes 
can have a big impact on visual memory, directionality, spatial 
relations and attention to detail and other visual perceptual skills.   
Assembled puzzles are approximately 5.50”x 8.25”.

V4462    $9.95

RAMI
Welcome to command 
central! You are in control of 
all the switches that move 
all the levers that control 
access to all the pathways 
of this colorful maze game. 
Move gates correctly and the 
colored marbles will fall into 
the matching colored slot. 
Miss a gate and who knows 

where the ball will drop! A fun, motivating way to exercise ocular 
motor skills of visual tracking and scanning, visual endurance, 
and eye-hand coordination.

V0507    $39.95

PALLINO
A fascinating pinball-like 
game that encourages 
bilateral coordination and 
logical thinking.  Includes 16 
pattern cards for creating, 
with a touch of a few 
buttons – realistic pictures 
or graphic designs.  Bright, 
contemporary colors keeps 
players motivated and 
working. Made of durable 

plastic with fold up legs and 
no loose parts. An amazing tool for improving motor planning, 
sequencing, motor coordination, hand and finger strength 
and visual perception.  Young children simply work on motor 
control as they make the balls zip or drop around the board.

M3506   $45.95
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BUTTER PENCIL GRIP
The round shape of the Ark Butter 
Grip serves as a tactile cue around 
which the fingers grasp, promoting 
an open web space, arch support 
and proper placement of fingertips 
in relation to tip of pencil. Works 
equally well for right or left handed 
writers on standard pencils and with most pens.  The 1” diameter 
readily fits the hands of children and young adults.  2 per pack.

W8809    $7.99

RAINBOW WHIRLS 
PEGGING GAME
Color, color, color!  If you 
are attracted to color then 
you will want to interact with 
this amazing peg board.  
Beautifully crafted, these 
32 chunky pegs and rings 
totally fill this 7.5”x7.5”, 
16 hole beech wood board with color. Placement and stacking of 
pegs and rings provides a perfect motor challenge to young hands.  
For older players, give 1, 2 or 3 step directions on how you want 
the pieces placed. Color patterns for copying to be available soon.

    E6231    $43.95

LETTER CONSTRUCTION 
ACTIVITY SET
Attractive, beautifully made set of 60 
color coded plastic pieces snap together 
to build all the upper and lower case 
letters of the alphabet. Activity cards 
show you what component pieces 

you need to collect and 
provide a full color guild for 
construction.  Reinforces 
letter construction, pre-
writing skills along with 
motor planning and fine 
motor skills.  Largest piece 
is 10” in length.

W7868    $39.95

POP MOUTHS
Extraordinarily hearty little fellows 
who stick out their tongues with a 
resounding “pop” whenever you 
squeeze their bodies!  Wonderfully 
motivating means for building 

strength and stability in the 3 fingers 
needed for writing, scissor use and 
most fine motor/manipulative tasks.  
Opposed finger positioning and an 
open web space are reinforced. 
Assorted styles.

S5055    $2.00 each

SQUISHY GORILLA
Cute, little purple gorilla is a wonderful 
handful of squishy, tactile delight! Bet 
you can’t squeeze just once!

T5032    $3.95

PRE-WRITING PATTERNS
This 64 page book presents a simple, 
systematic, and fun approach to 
practicing the 6 basic prewriting 
patterns that are essential to letter 
formation and handwriting fluency. 
Includes 60 reproducible practice 
pages and a checklist.

W6241   $12.95
DEVELOPING CUTTING SKILLS
Developed by OTs and teachers, these books target specific skills 
that will enable children to develop the coordination needed for 
accurate cutting. Easy to use, reproducible worksheets provide 
a wealth of activities. Book 1, for younger students, starts by 
reviewing the proper way to hold scissors and open and close 
them. Next, students are taught how to hold and snip paper and 
then how to cut in a single direction and to cut along a line.  Book 
2 covers the cutting of corners and curved lines. The movement of 
the paper holding hand and the different directions in which right 
and left handed cutters cut is also part of the instruction.  These 
are important but little addressed steps to successful scissor use. 
Books also include developmental milestones that can be used for 
planning, assessment, and creating IEPs.

W7851  Book 1:stage1-3        $16.95
W7859  Book 2: stage 4         $16.95
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SMARTY BLOCKS
Amazing set of 12 
beautifully crafted 
wooden blocks with 
engaging graphics of 
letters, numbers, animals, 
colors etc. on each side. 
Children have one minute 
or as long as you decide, 
to complete as many 
challenges as they can.  The 120 Challenge Cards smoothly 
transition players from simple stacking puzzles to sequencing, 
reading, patterning, and logic cards.  Designed by educators 
with content based on National Common Core Standards, 
Smarty Blocks helps children stretch to higher thinking as they 
play. Builds manipulative skills, visual and spatial skills, pattern 
recognition, number concepts and critical thinking.  Appropriate 
for solo or small group play for ages 3 years to 99.

E4464    $29.95

FRUBBLES 
MUSICAL RECORDER
This 6 inch recorder works amazingly 
well simply as a 4 hole musical 
instrument and even better as a bubble 
blowing, music making machine.  Just 
dip the end in bubble juice, blow 
through the mouth piece and launch a 
stream of bubbles into the air. Comes 
with 2 oz. of solution and a dip tray.

O4465    $4.50

SNAPOO
Snapo blocks slide, snap, and push 
together as well as pull apart…all with 
a satisfying and motivating “snap”! 
Comes with 81 colorful plastic pieces 
in a clear container.  These half inch 
sized pieces connect on all sides and 
are a perfect manipulative for young 
and old alike. Comes with a sheet of 
suggested builds or you can construct 
your own original designs. 
       M7862    $12.00

SEEK-A-BOO
            Delightful picture game 
features 36 large, round “Seek 
Me” photo cards and 36 smaller 
matching, “Find Me” cards.  
Scatter photo cards around 
an area either face up or face 
down depending on challenge 
level you wish to create. 
Players must “seek” out the 
matching pictures. Beautiful, 
color photos depict themes 
such as food, clothing, animals, colors, every day activities, 
etc.  Great materials for facilitating language, attending, ocular 
scanning and categorizing skills. Try crawling or jumping 
between pictures to add a motor component to the game.        

E3223    $19.95

PENGUINS ON ICE
Way “cool” set features 
100 happy little penguins 
that love to be placed 
atop the 10 projections 
on each of their 10 ice 
bars.  Ice bars connect 
horizontally to make a 
100 peg grid or end to 

end to make a number line. Penguins come in 10 brilliant colors 
and lend themselves perfectly to tool use and all sorts of in-hand 
manipulative practice, as well as sorting, patterning, and many 
other math concepts. Very versatile set for individual or group work. 
Enough materials to split set between 2 therapists or classrooms. 
Comes with Activity Guide, correlates to NCTM Standards.       

P7861    $34.95

PUTTY PETS
Who knew putty could be so much 
fun!  Each pouch has approximately 
1 oz. of colorful medium resistance 
putty and a variety of crazy plastic 
body parts.  With 6 different styles 
available you can put together some 
crazy looking pets!  The real fun 
comes from 

watching 
them sag over time, creating new 
looks as they melt. Great for building 
finger strength, wrist extension and 
refining hand skills.

T1845     $4.95

PANCAKE PILE UP
Fun, physical game gets everyone up 
and moving!  Player’s race, relay-style, 
to stack and serve the pile of pancakes 
that matches the menu cards…but 
don’t let the pancake fall off
the spatula as you walk them to the 
table or you will have to start again.  
Develops balance, coordination, upper 
extremity stability and mid-range control 
along with visual memory and pattern 
recognition.  Great group activity.

E4467    $18.95
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JUMBO TWEEZER
These colorful plastic tweezers feature 
ergonomic depressions to guide prop-
er thumb-finger placement facilitating 
use of an open web space when work-
ing.  Helps build hand and finger skills 
for better writing and fine motor skills. 
6” length provides moderate resistance 
when picking up counters or small objects 
for sorting, midline crossing and range 
of motion activities.  No color choice.

P6248    $1.50

B.  HANDY SCOOPERS
Bubble Tongs, Bug Tongs, what ever you call them this kooky tool 
is a handy way to build the muscles of the hand needed for scissor 
use, pencil control and other fine motor tasks such as buttoning…
and they’re crazy fun!  The translucent scoops at the end of these 
sturdily made easy-grip handles lets players see what they have 
inside.  Great for picking up small objects, water play and bug 
collecting!             P6244    $3.50

SOCKET TO ME: 
DESIGN & DRILL
As part of the award-
winning Design & Drill 
line of toys, kids can 
now learn to use a 
working socket wrench 
to attach colorful bolts 
to 4 construction 
projects. Flip the switch 
to use wrench for 
removing bolts when 

completed. Includes a boat, robot, race car and rocket which can be 
filled with bolts and then used in pretend play.  Strengthens motor 
planning, hand skills, and endurance while encouraging creativity.  
Add additional power drills for play by 2 or more individuals.        
                    P3512     $21.95

P3525   Extra Power Drill  
 (2 bits-requires batteries)         $9.95
P3519 D & D Activity Center (Power Drill, 
 manual hand wrench, screwdrivers,  
 20 patterns)           $42.95
P3522 D & D Take Along Tool-Kit 
 (Power Screwdriver, 3 bits, 
 10 patterns)                          $29.95

A. HELPING HANDS TOOL SET
This colorful set of 4 high quality plastic tools makes working on fine 
motor control and hand skills a breeze for the younger child.  Set 
includes one each of the; small Gator Grabber Tweezers: Handy 
Scoopers/Bug Tong; Twisty Droppers where you squeeze the bulb 
to push an air stream out of the twisted tube; Squeezy Tweezers 
which acts like a smaller, less resistive version of our Trap, (P8201). 
Children are highly motivated to use these terrific tools for building 
the little hand muscles needed to develop writing, cutting and 
fastening skills.                 S7855    $9.95

MUFFIN MATCHUP
This fun set of materials 
includes a 6 well muffin 
pan, 60 colorful mini muffin 
counters, 1 Squeezy 
Tweezer, 12 double sided 
sorting inserts,, 2 foam dice, 
(1 for color, 1 for number), and 
an Activity Guide.  Engaging 

set helps develop a multitude of sorting, counting, matching 
and early math skills along with fine motor/manipulative skills.  
Add another Squeezy Tweezer or another tool when 2 or more 
players.  Great as a Classroom   Center, of for individual or 
group play.    P3508    $24.95

JUNIOR MECHANIC
Similar to our Take Apart Vehicle 
product, (M2722), but you get 2 smaller 
models instead of one larger one. Each 
set comes with a colorful, high quality 
Race car and Train Locomotive along 
with a special manual screwdriver 
that prevents over-tightening of the 
pieces. Together there is a total of 43 
pieces to take apart and put together again and again for hours 
or years of fun!  Terrific for working on manual dexterity, bilateral 
coordination, motor planning, memory and problem solving. 

M6246    $19.95 

D.  MINI TRAP – SQUEEZY TWEEZERS
This new “mini trap” fits perfectly in small kid’s hands! Squeeze 
the handles together to open, release and the trap closes. 
Used it to easily pick up or “capture” small items. Can be used 
by preschool populations on up, to promote thumb use, cause 
and effect, and repetitive arm movements. Mini Trap is plastic 
and approximately 4” long.   P6233   $2.50

A. MINI GATOR TWEEZERS
These pint-sized tweezers have real pick-up power. Just 4” long, 
they were designed for little hands. Durable plastic. Colors vary.

P6239   $1.50

C. TWISTY DROPPER - call for availablity

A

B

C
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FANTACOLOR 
PORTABLE PEGBOARD
Mosaic twist on a classic white plastic 
fantacolor pegboard comes with 300 brightly 
colored square and triangle pegs perfectly 
sized for building fine motor manipulative 
skills.  All pieces store in easy to carry case 

with lid.  Booklet and box provide pictures for copying or create 
your own mosaic designs.  Great for working on auditory, memory, 
pattern following/creating and in-hand manipulative skills.  
 P6241   $16.95

POUND A PEG
Classic wood toy should be 
part of every toddlers and 
preschool child’s environment. 
Simply pound the eight colorful 
pegs into the frame, then flip it 
over to repeat the activity again 
and again.  Builds hand and 
arm strength and endurance 
along with visual attending  
and focus skills.  Also, teaches 
pride in accomplishment and 
perseverance.  E2529  $9.95

SENSORY SNAP BEADS
These great quality, highly durable, soft plastic 
snap beads will provide multi-color and multi-
texture fun and skill development for little hands!  
Easy to grasp, the beads come in a reusable 

plastic jar with handle.  Whether 
pulling apart 
or pushing 

together 
these beads 

are perfect for encouraging 
bilateral hand use, hand strength and stability 
and visual focus. Classic, infant, toddler and 
preschool toy.          B4453    $24.95 I HEAR WITH MY LITTLE EAR

Written by a speech pathologist, the 102 games 
in this practice book will facilitate development 
of a child’s speech, language and literacy skills. 
The active games combine visual auditory and 
kinesthetic approaches to learning and cover 
a wide range of skills, including identifying 
syllables, recognizing initial and final word 
sounds, rhyming knowledge and phonetic 

manipulation. Designed for group settings, using little equipment 
these reproducible games will quickly become a favorite of teachers, 
therapists and children alike.    X7853  $17.95

PRESS & SPIN
PICTURE 
BINGO 
This classic 
game comes in 
a conveniently 
small package 
but packs a 
lot of play value.  Picture Bingo  features a 6 color/fruit spinner 
that requires a push for each spin.  Comes with the 4 fruit filled 
16 space bingo cards and markers for covering the matching 
pictures.  The winner is the first to get 4 in a row, the 4 corners, 
the perimeter, make an “x” or fill the entire card.  Work on fruit and 
color identification and counting.  Also perfect for work in different 
positions, such as on belly, quadruped and while sitting on or 
lying prone over a bolster or wedge.      E2527       $6.95

PIP SQUEAKS
Pip squeaks are adorable, 6 inch long animal shaped tongs. It all 
started with the “Sneaky Snacky Squirrel” and then his Bunny, 
Skunk and Froggy friends joined the fun. Very motivating for working 
on hand/finger skills, range of motion, crossing midline, etc. Great 
addition to any therapy bag, rice or water table or home program. 2 
sets available.      P3305 Squirrel  & Frog Set   $11.95
       P3307 Bunny & Skunk Set    $11.95

SNEAKY, 
SNACKY SQUIRREL GAME 
Fun game for 2-4 young children. 
Players take turns using the adorable 
Squirrel Squeezers to pick up and 
place the correct color acorn into the 
corresponding hole in their log. First 
to fill their log wins. Spinner tells you 
which color acorn to pick but it also 
has spaces marked, “pick an acorn,” 
“steal an acorn,” “lose an acorn,” so 
there is some beginning strategy 

lessons to be learned. Motivating way to work 
on improving fine motor color, hand strength, 
matching and sorting, and decision making skills.  

P3532   19.95

HANDS FREE WATER BOTTLE CLIP
We all carry water bottles. They get thrown into 
therapy bags, backpacks, purses, gym bags, etc 
and we just cross our fingers that they don’t open 
or get punchard! What a mess if they do! What will 
get wet and what will get ruined?  Well, here’s the 
answer: A Clip that snaps onto the neck of most 
bottles, then can be attached to the outside strap, belt loop or handle 
of almost anything! Always within reach, hands free and worry free!

X7009   $3.95
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WIGGLE WHOMPER KIT: 
IMPROVING SENSORY 
REGULATION IN THE GENERAL 
EDUCATION CLASSROOM
Kit includes: An instructional manual 
with activity suggestions and all 
materials needed to be implemented by 
a teacher within any classroom, to help 
any student regulate environmental 
stimuli through the use of tactile, 
visual, auditory, gustatory, vestibular, 
and proprioceptive based tools and 
activities. Each activity is based upon 

true research, which is cited on each activity page for quick 
reference. Successfully classroom tested - Can also be used by 
parents at home. Simple materials can be kept in purse or glove 
compartment for use on the go.         Q0404    $184.95

LOOK LOOK
Look Look is an amazingly fun and 
very unique game of 6 different 
types of visual challenges.  Each 
challenge is determined by one of 
68 Look Look challenge cards and 
involves all players trying to be the 
first to find what the card instructs.  
That might include matching 

crazy, black and white creatures, matching brightly colored targets, 
spotting common creatures in 2 specified places and doing some 
quick basic math once the correct numbers are spotted.  Playing 
surface is created differently with each play depending on which 
side of the 8 different game board tiles is fitted into which colored 
game board frame and where each frame is placed.  Can easily be 
adapted by only using 1 or 2 different types of Look  Look  challenge 
cards at a time.  Fun, exciting game for children and adults alike.  If 
you are looking for a fresh, very unique game to challenge the visual 
perceptual skills of young and old alike then look no further….Look 
Look is what you are looking for!  

V5041    $19.95

SKIPPITY
Great new game plays like beginning 
checkers but with more colors and 
more jumping.  Start by filling the 
board randomly with all the colorful 
markers.  On each turn players 
make as many jumps as they can, 
stacking their “take” by color on their 
home base.  When no more jumps/
moves can be made, the winner will 

be the player with the most complete sets of each color skipper.  
Players learn to plan moves and jumps so they get the color they 
need and maybe block their opponents from getting the colors they 
need.  Great for building spatial relations, directionality, planning 
skills and color recognition.   R5050    $19.95

“I CAN DO THAT!” 
      CARD GAME
Join all “The Cat in the Hat” Characters 
to play this activity card game.  On each 
turn a player flips over 3 of the 24 activity 
cards. When 1 red, 1 yellow and 1 blue 
card is turned over you have created a 
new challenge to try. Maybe you have 
to dance around a chair with the fish 
between your knees or jump to a door 
with the fish under your chin.  Great group 
or family game. Builds motor planning, 
coordination, endurance and general 

game playing skills.
  M1018    $5.95

DBOX - PUZZLE AND BUILDING SYSTEM
 The “Think outside Dbox” puzzle and building system all in one. 
Use these 16 yellow and blue, one inch square cubes to build 
the puzzle segments and your mind to put them together into 
the pictured configurations. To build, simply align and push pin of 
connector piece into one of the holes on a receptor piece, rotate 
clockwise 90 degrees and they are connected…reverse movement 
to take apart. Great for developing palmer arching and hand/finger 
stability. Instruction/challenge book provided with many more 
puzzle configurations available online. Players from 6-99 will have 
fun building, creating and solving endless puzzles!

M1062    $24.95 

UNDERCOVER TAPE™ 
  DITCH THE ITCH! 
Ditch the itch, the scratchies, 
the whining and the breakdowns 
caused by wearing clothes with 
an irritating tag, label or seam. 
Undercover tape even takes 
care of those maddening edges 
left when, in desperation, you 
cut the label out of your child’s 
clothing! To use, simply remove tape from liner, place flat on irritating 
spot and rub with pressure to adhere tape. Use the 15 band-aid sized 
pieces of tape on the garment or directly on skin. Leaves no sticky 
residue and can be cut if smaller areas need to be covered. Hypo- 
allergenic, latex free tapes are effective and can withstand a number 
of washings. Convenient, environmentally friendly packaging makes 
it easy to always be prepared. Keep some at home, in your purse, in 
the car, at Grandma’s and at school.            T1050    $12.95 
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FLINGIN FROGS
The challenge is to flick your frog’s just right 
so fly through the air and land on the different 
levels of the lily pad, scoring points. But 
another players’ well placed jump can knock 
you frog off, loosing those points. Simple game 
but players must learn to modulate the force 
they use if they want to score points.  Having 
a difficult time controlling those jumps...

then just go for distance!  
Whose frog can jump 
the furthest?  Improves 
eye-hand coordination, 
mid-range control and 
hand and finger skills. 

Lily pad also acts as 
convenient storage 
and travel case; slight 
assembly required.
 P6249    $7.95

PHOTO CARDS FOR CRITICAL 
THINKING
Evidence-based discussion meets 
critical thinking in this engaging card set.  
Rich, real-life photos and prompts encourage    
a personal response from students, improving 
speaking and listening skills, writing and story telling abilities. Each 
set includes 40 double-sided cards with photos on one side and 4 
thought provoking questions on the reverse; i.e., What might the 
birds be saying to each other?...Whose birthday do you think it is 
and why? Terrific addition to any speech/language therapy program 
or as part of a small group classroom language arts program.  
Activity guide included.

L5046    Younger Set: pre-K +        $19.95
  L5049    Older Set: Grades1+         $19.95

A MOVING CHILD
IS A LEARNING CHILD
Grounded in best practices and current 
research, this hands-on resource 
connects the dots that link brain activity, 
movement and early learning.  The 
Kinetic Scale: a visual map of the active 
learning needs of infants, toddlers, 
preschoolers and primary graders that 
fits each child’s individual timetable.  
Provides teachers, parents and 
caregivers a wealth of information, tips, 
games and activities they can use to 
support healthy development.  Full color 
format.                    X3221    $34.95

SOCIAL SKILLS MATTER
Terrifically useful book contains over 80 
“mini books”, similar to “social stories”, 
used to help teach essential social skills 
and highlight and reinforce common 
behavioral expectations. Each chapter 
focuses on an important developmental 
theme including: communication, 
cooperative play, feelings, keeping calm, 
manners and time at school. The social 
narratives contained in the mini books are 

written in simple language so they can be easily understood 
and assimilated. Graphics are simple line drawings and 
students are encouraged to color their mini books increasing 
interaction and participation. 382 pages best suited for 
students from 4-8 years.                  X7852    $14.95 

SPINNING TOYS
Newly designed spinning toy is wonderfully engaging. Spin the 
globe faster and faster til it magically opens revealing its animal 
surprise inside.  Encourages the use of a three point pinch against 
resistance and isolated thumb movements. Made of plastic. 
Assorted styles available. Great pre-writing warm-up activity!  
   P2345  Animal/Butterfly   $3.95
   P2347      Under the Sea   $3.95

RAPID REFLEX
Be the first and fastest to connect your brain to your hand in this 

seriously slappy game of super speedy response!  When the 
Action card shows “right hand pickle, players try to be the first one 
to place their right hand on a green Reflex card. First one there 
correctly gets the card.  First to collect all 8 of the brightly colored 
reflex cards wins! All 80 Action cards display brilliantly colored 
objects and corresponding name.  Terrifically fun game for building 
vocabulary, listening and attending skills, visual discrimination, 
eye-hand coordination and directional and color concepts.   
                L5037    $9.95
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SPOT THE 
DIFFERENCE
Test your powers of 

observation and see how 
many differences you can 
find between the 2 seemingly 
identical pictures. Using the 
included dry erase markers, 
circle as many differences 
as you can find until the one 
minute timer runs out. Pictures 

come in 3 difficulty levels with 5, 10, or 
15 differences present. Need more time, don’t use the 

timer.  Comes with 250 durable, full color picture cards. A visual 
discrimination and scanning challenge for all ages…great 
family game!      V6249    $21.95

Q-BITZ SOLO
Finally, a single 
user version of 
this classic OT game is available!  
Includes 20 new pattern cards, 
wooden tray, 16 cubes in new colors, 
all packed in travel and therapy-bag 
friendly tin box.  Amazingly motivating 
tool for strengthening perceptual 
design copy and manipulative skill.  
Perfect for all ages.

V9551  Magenta      $10.00
V9553  Orange        $10.00

EVEN STEVEN’S ODD
Fast paced dice game where everyone races to 

roll their 6 dice until they get the numbers that 
complete the challenge on the card, i.e. all 
#3s or total of the colored dice is less than 

the total of the white dice.  Then 
they must be the first to grab the 
squishy “Steven” doll to win the 
round. For 2-4 players, game 
comes with 24 dice, 40--2 level 

challenge cards and 4 dice holder. 
Helps improve visual scanning and processing, memory 
and critical thinking while also working to develop the arches of 
the hand as dice are cupped in the hands.

V6234    $19.95

ARCHELINO
Can you place all the animals in the 
Ark while satisfying all their demands?  
The panda wants to sit next to the 
lion and the zebra wants to talk to 
the giraffe but can not be next to the 
hippo.  What to do?  With some step 
by step planning players will be able 
to place all the animals so everyone 

is happy.  Challenges become more 
complex as players work their way through the 60 unique 

logic puzzles building spatial skills, attention to detail and critical 
thinking.  Attractive solid wood pieces.

 R1848    $24.95

TIME TIMER PLUS
Same great concept as always…
as time elapses, the red disk 
gradually disappears. The “Plus” 
comes from the addition of; a 
clear, durable protective lens; 
on-the-go carry handle; volume 
control dial for the “time is up” 
beep; easy to control center dial 
for setting the timer; light weight 
for easy transport and smooth, 
silent operation. Sleek new look 

makes it the ideal time management tool for all ages and 
all settings! (See the complete line of Time Timers online)

X9228     $34.95

This game of 
“froggy fun” 
has 112 full 
color cards 
depicting Frogs 

TRIBBIT

in all manner of dress 
and detail.  Players race 
to assemble 5 full frog 
sets of 3 cards each, from 
their cards.  Should this frog be part of the vest set or 
the glasses gang?  Maybe some re-sorting is needed 
and you can make more sets if he becomes part of 
the moustache mix?  Requires lots of visual work, 
scanning, sorting, attention to detail along with flexibility 
of thought and a willingness to view and approach a 
problem from another direction.           V4468    $19.95
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CORNER TO CORNER
The 62 heirloom quality wood tiles in this 
set can be arranged into fascinatingly 
colorful patterns and offer endless 
creative possibilities. Tiles can be placed 
flat or upright or in some combination 
of the two generating new effects and 
varying perceptual challenges each time 
you play. Some easy to more challenging 
design ideas are depicted on the box or 
build your own design copy patterns.
            V5050    $34.95

BIG BOX OF 
SORTING & CLASSIFYING
This “big box” is chocked full of 
250 photos in the shape of puzzle 
pieces. The 2x2 inch picture pieces 
are bright and colorful, easy to 
identify and ready to be sorted into 
a variety of different categories. A 
fun, engaging way to build basic 
concepts and improve thinking 
and visual discrimination skills. The 

included booklet provides directions, teaching suggestions and 
games, all aimed at presenting strategies to help players develop 
organizational skills. Enough pieces for multiple players or makes 
a great classroom center.              L4021   $24.95

PAJAGGLE RINGS
Funny name, great game! 
Pajaggle Rings is a set of 8 large 
die cut, ¼” thick pieces of EVA 
foam, (2 of each color). Each of 
these can be broken down into 
a number of smaller fun-shaped 
pieces and rings. These pieces 
can then be connected and re-
connected in endless variety of 
ways, providing hours of hand/finger work and spatial discovery. 
22 activity cards provide a start to the matching, creating and 
game playing fun, but the flexibility of Pajaggle Rings engages 
the imagination! Play individually or in groups; on a table top 
or the floor. Comes in vinyl carry bag with zipper and handle. 
Pajaggle Rings, soon to be a classic toy and therapy tool!

V4015   $27.95

SCRATCH ART MINI NOTE
You get a box full of 125 note sized 
sheets of Rainbow Scratch Art paper 
each 3 ¾” x 3 ¾” inches in size and 
a wooden stylus. Perfect size for 
each student in a group to practice 
letters, shapes, tracing or just create 
a happy color filled picture or design.  
Powerfully motivating way to encourage 
handwriting and fine motor skills.  
  W2524     $6.95

POCKET KATAMINO
This smaller, lighter, plastic 
version of the classic 
wood game will become 
a perennial favorite of 
therapists, teachers and 

families.  Suitable for all 
ages, it encourages players to experiment with shapes and geometry 
while improving spatial awareness and visual imaging skills.  
Younger children will love simply rearranging the colorful pieces to 
fit back into the board.  For a greater challenger, move divider bar to 
notch #4 and use any 4 blocks to fit the remaining space or try using 
the 4 specific blocks indicated on the picture card. The greater the 
number of pieces used, the more difficult the challenge. Comes with 
12 Pentaminos, divider piece and instruction booklet of challenges 
all self contained in 4x8 inch board with hinged cover. The more you 
play Katamino, the quicker your visual spatial skills will improve!  

R4256   $21.95

JELIKU
This amazing little, (3”x4”), toy unfolds into countless shapes and 
designs.  Virtually indestructible, Jeliku is the perfect fidget toy, 
stress reliever, and unique puzzle toy all in one!  Appropriate for 
children of all ages, this hands-on 3D folding puzzle facilitates 
spatial, logical and creative thinking while challenging eye-hand 
coordination, fine motor skills and problem solving.  Comes with 
some beginning shape and animal sculpture ideas with more 
design ideas and step by step folding instructions available on 
line.  Once you have Jeliku in your hands, you won’t want to put 
it down.  So buy extra for your friends!  
              M1945   $4.95

SPARKLE WHEEL 
New and Improved version! Watch the 
sparks fly as you make the wheel spin! 
Encourages the use of a three point 
pinch against resistance and isolated 
thumb movements. Sparks are safe and 
colorful. Made of durable plastic. 
Colors vary.           S3908    $1.95
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TOUCH AND TRACE SANDPAPER CARDS
These sets are perfect for delivering just the right amount of tactile 
input for reinforcing correct formation and identification of letters 
and numbers.  The specially formulated tracing is not too rough & 
scratchy, allowing for repeated use without irritating skin but not 
too soft & smooth as not to leave a sensory effect.  Cards are a 
generous 4”x5” with green dots indicating where to begin tracing 
and red dots where to stop.  Directional arrows teach correct letter/
number formation.  Each set also includes multisensory activities 
for letter-sound recognition and instructions in English, Spanish & 
French.
 C4027  Uppercase Letter Set – 26 cards  $16.95
 C4029  Lowercase Letter Set – 26 cards  $16.95
 C4025              Numbers Set–  30 cards   $14.95
 C4020 Upper & Lowercase Letter Sets    $32.95

DAY AND NIGHT  
A unique product for developing 
visual perception, design copy, 
shape and color recognition 
and fine motor skills in children 
as young as 3 years. The “day” 
picture challenges clearly show 
the color and shapes of the 
individual wood pieces needed 
to recreate, on the stand, the 
chosen picture. The “night” picture 
challenges only show the picture 

components in silhouettes with no details provided.  Greater visual 
perception, logical reasoning and problem solving skills are required 
to re-create these designs. Enticing, brightly colored, all wood toy 
will last for years.           R5533    $24.95

MINI SPEED STACKS®
Same great activity with adorable, hard to resist, smaller sized cups.  
Requires a bit more attending and concentration but less range of 
motion. Perfect size for small hands and requires less space for 
building.        B5414   $7.95

SPEED STACKS
What is Speed Stacks®?  
Speed Stacks® is a set of 12 
specially designed plastic 
cups used to participate 
in one of the simplest, 
most therapeutic and 
readily assessable sports 
around.  Sport stacking is 
what you do with the cups! 
In the competitive version, sanctioned by the World Sport Stacking 
Association, player’s race against time to build up and take down, 
specific arrangements of cups.  There are thousands of stacking 
programs in schools around the world.  As a therapeutic tool, you can 
also have Speed Stacks races or use the cups and your imagination 
to create a wide variety of constructions.  A highly motivating tool 
for improving bilateral coordination, response 
speed, upper extremity stability and midrange 
control, crossing midline, as well as overall 
endurance and coordination. Comes with a 
set of regulation cups, DVD of instructions and 
videos and an easy to use, quick release stem 
to keep your cups together and organized. 
Ready, Set, Go Stack!      B5413   $16.95

CLOUD MATCH-MAKER
Truly unique shape making and matching 
game. Consists of 24 wooden shape tiles, 
24 matching cardboard cards, a card stand 
and a length of plastic chain-link.  Players 
choose one of the cardboard shape cards 
and place it in the stand for only them to 
see. They then arrange and manipulate 
the chain to resemble the shape they 
have chosen.  Other players try to identify 
the shape being made by matching it to 
the correct shapes on one of the wooden 
tiles. Fun, challenging game increases 
awareness and perception of geometric 
shapes while facilitating motor planning, 
bilateral coordination and manipulative 
skils.     R3327   $19.95

SQUEEZE EGG TOY
Simply squeeze the egg and watch the cute little character “pop” 
out. Release your squeeze and the little guy disappears back 
into his hideout.  Great little tool for working on cause and effect, 
hand and finger strength, sustained grasp and they are loads of 
fun and very motivating. Assorted characters     .  S1161   $2.95

SENSO-DOT BALLS
Classic set of four colorful 4 
inch balls with soft little nubby 
points.  Balls and bumps are 
all different colors making them 
very attractive to both adults and 
children..  These easy to hold balls provide a 
great tactile experience.  Perfect for therapy 
or just for fun.  Comes inflated.   
    T4444   $21.95
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MONKEY MIX-UP
This bright monkey filled 
collection of 20, two 
sided pieces is actually 
10 puzzles in one.  You 
start by placing any 
“ground piece”, (only 
those with flowers), in 
the bottom left corner 
of the plastic base 
and continue matching 
pieces edge to edge, 
row by row until the puzzle is complete.  There are 10 different 
ground pieces, so 10 different puzzles can be made. Comes with an 
image of each completed puzzle and uniquely designed “stepped 
base” that makes it easy to organize, remove and rearrange puzzle 
pieces. It also gives the completed puzzle an engaging 3D effect. 
Perfect for improving visual perception including attention to detail, 
discrimination, directionality, spatial organization, imaging, etc. 
Challenging for young and old alike. Stop monkeying around and 
start playing Monkey Mix up!              R3327   $19.95

SPOT IT JR.-ORIGINAL YOUNGER VERSION
Jr version has pictures and vocabulary familiar to younger 
players.           V2317   $9.95

SPOT IT! - NUMBERS, SHAPES, ALPHABET
Spot It! Fever is sweeping the nation. So versatile, easy to learn and 
easy to play, the Spot It! people have developed a number of new, 
skill-building games perfect for classroom, therapy or home use.  All 
played in a similar fashion to the original game, they are perfect for 
working on the visual skills of discrimination, same/different, color, 
shape, number and letter recognition, along with scanning and 
ocular motor control. Great vacation games.

V2312  Spot It! Number and Shapes $9.95
    V2314  Spot It! Alphabet                    $9.95

SPOT IT - 
THE ORIGINAL TOY 
AWARD WINNER ! 
Truly amazing and wonderfully 
challenging game of visual 
discrimination and focus. You 
get a travel tin full of cards, each 
filled with colorful, appealing 
images. The object of the game 
is to be the first to spot the one 
and only one matching symbol 
between any 2 cards. A sharp 
eye and a bit of speed is all 
you need to become a Spot It 
Master!          V2310   $12.95

BLIND SPELL
This soon to be “Classic” educational 
game challenges players to spell by 
touch! Using all their stereognostic 
skills, players must feel the letters 
given to them and determine what 
order they go in to spell their word.  
Extra letters can be added to the mix 
each turn for increased challenge.  
Comes with large blind-fold glasses, 

timer, 42 sturdy uppercase cardboard 
letters, dry erase board with marker, word list and storage bag.  Great 
way to practice spelling words and to develop tactile awareness, 
attending and focus!   T5056    $19.95

TRAVEL QWIRKLE
Finally, this worldwide award winning game 
is available in a therapy bag friendly, take 
anywhere travel version.  Still beautifully 
crafted, and easy to manipulate, the 
108 mini wood tiles are smaller, lighter 
and come in a sturdy travel pouch with 
handle.  Every clinic, classroom and 
household should have this set building, 
color and shape matching game in either 
full of travel size.           V5014     $14.95

MULTI MATRIX GAME 
Engage the brain with the 
Multi Matrix Game! 
Enhancing cognitive, sensory 
and motor integration! With this 
in your “toolbox” you won’t need 
much more! This small package 
of 25 colored patterned dice, 
25 white number dice and 3 pattern cards has the potential to 
enhance brain development as few products can. Developed by 
Dr. Carl Hiller, optometrist, these colorfully engaging dice can help 
improve; spatial processing,reading, pattern recognition, working 
memory, cognitive endurance, visual scanning and visual fatigue, 
upper extremity midrange control and fine motor skills, bilateral 
integration, midline crossing and sensory integration. Tasks look 
easy and engaging, and the entire brain gets a workout!   For use 
by OT’s, teachers or parents, this 3 dimensional block game is a 
great developmental tool that can be modified to create hundreds 
of challenges appropriate for both children and adults alike. 
Includes online, award winning video training course to learn to 
build challenges to maximize sensory processing, integrate both 
hemispheres of the brain and accelerate development. 
                       X9854      $49.95 

SPOT IT! - 
BASIC ENGLISH 
(SIGHT WORDS)
This terrific game features 
simple, universal images and 
basic english words. As with 
all Spot It! games there is 
one, and only one, matching 
symbol between any two 
cards.  Simply Spot It to win! 
In this version players search 
for matches between a word 
and its corresponding picture, 
between 2 pictures or between 
2 words. Comes in small easy 
to transport tin container.    
          V2318   $12.95
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SAME-DIFFERENT 
BOOKS
Simple twist on classic 
activity takes it to a new 
level of productivity.  
Students work in pairs or 
teams on opposite sides 
of a barrier to discover 
what’s the same and 
what’s different between 
2 carefully illustrated 
pictures.  Develops communication and analytic skills while students 
attend to the details of each fun picture.  Easy set up and play, each 
book includes instruction, black line illustrations, recording sheets 
and answer keys for each picture.  The holiday version covers each 
holiday in the school year and the fairy tale book has 11 of your 
favorite tales.  Each book is great on its own but together they are a 
dynamic duo!  V1840  Holidays $14.95  V1843 Fairy Tales $14.95 

V1842 Both- Book Set $28.95

ARTEC BLOCKS
These vividly colored, beautifully 
crafted ¾ inch plastic blocks 
attach smoothly and snuggly in all directions. 
Create 2 or 3 dimensional pictures, models 
designs and artwork.  Each block has a number 
of open squares and one square projection 
for connecting to another block. Each size set 
comes with a different quantity and type of block 
and a poster of possible models for copying or to 
spark the imagination. Terrific product for building 
fine motor skills, bilateral hand skills, finger/hand 
strengthening and design copying and motor 
planning.

B1863   54 pc pouch    $9.95
B1865 112 pc bucket $24.95

POPPIN PEEPERS
These are the best quality, eye poppin little guys available. Squeeze 
their cute little bodies and watch their big rolley polley eyes pop! 
Different shaped bodies require different hand positions but they are 
all perfect for building hand and finger strength and providing visual 
feedback regarding sustained grasp and endurance. Assorted 
varieties available, so order several and start your collection!     

S1151  $3.95

W2515L  Left Small  $10.00
W2512L  Left Med.    $10.00
W2514L  Left Large  $10.00  

THE WRITE RIGHT
PENCIL GRIP AND TRAINER
Using the “shark-like” Write Right 
pencil grip to develop a mature and 

efficient dynamic tripod grasp is as easy as, “pinch the eyes, 
cover the mouth and wrap your fingers around the tail.”  These 
design features act as visual cues to aid in proper finger placement.  
Other unique design features include, the firm, slightly rough outer 
surface providing lots of tactile feedback, the patented shape and the 
permanently attached lead pencil. The WriteRight works every time!  
With improved, more comfortable pencil grasp comes improved 
pencil control, more legible handwriting with greater endurance.  
Developed by an OT, the WriteRight grip comes in 3 children’s sizes 
with different moldings for right and left handed grasps.  Try it; you 
and your students will definitely like it!

W2515R  Right Small  $10.00                 
W2512R  Right Med     $10.00
W2514R  Right Large  $10.00

FASTRACK
Ready, aim, score with this fun, fast-paced 
disc-flinging game! The goal is to shoot all 
the wooden discs to the other side of the 
board through the small opening in the 
center divider. To accomplish this, players 
pull the discs back against the elastic band, 
propelling them forward.  Work quickly but 
accurately or your opponent will clear their 
side first.  Helps improve response speed, 
modulation of force and attending while also 
encouraging modification of response based 
on performance feedback. Careful, Fastrack 
can quickly become habit forming!   
      M3007   $19.95

STRETCH 
 & MATCH
GEO-BOARD
Come explore color and shape 
with this re-imagined geo board.  
The 11x11 inch, transparent, 
wood framed board is also the 
storage unit for the brightly 
colored, double sided picture 
cards and the 32 coated, 
multicolored rubber bands.  To 

play, stretch the bands over the pegs, carefully matching the 
bands to the correct color and form of the dotted or dashed 
lines printed on the picture template. One of the cards is dry 
erase so players can create their own designs.  Comes with 
game and other activity ideas and a listing of the easiest to 
most difficult picture templates. Great for bilateral hand skills, 
visual perception and fine motor/manipulative skills.

M4045   $19.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/visualperception-ss3.htm#1979
http://shoponline.pfot.com/visualperception-ss3.htm#1979
http://www.pfot.com
http://shoponline.pfot.com/handfingerstrength-ss2.htm#2019
http://shoponline.pfot.com/motorplanning-ss2.htm#2018
http://shoponline.pfot.com/writingclassroom.htm#2013
http://shoponline.pfot.com/motorplanning.htm#1996
http://shoponline.pfot.com/bilateralcoordination-ss2.htm#2010
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MAGNATABS: 
CURSIVE

PRINT 
NUMBERS

  FREE PLAY!
This unique 
sensory-motor 
product will have 
children asking 
you if they can 
practice their 

letters! Players use the magnetic stylus as their pencil and the bead 
board. (11x9) as their paper. Trace each letter using the stylus and 
directional arrow provided. It is fascinating to watch as the magnetic 
stylus pulls beads up to create solid lines and curves. Erase, or 
release beads back down by pushing with the top of a finger. The 
sensory input received reinforces the lesson being worked. With the 
Free Play board, (6x7) you get to let your imagination run wild! Have 
fun, this is way cool!

C1351  Magnatab-upper case Cursive alphabet   $28.95  
C1354  Magnatab- lower case Cursive alphabet   $28.95 
C1361  Magnatab - Numbers (0-9)                          $19.95  
C1363 Magnatab- Cursive Set lower & upper       $54.95

C1331  Magnatab - upper case PRINT alphabet   $28.95  
C1334  Magnatab-lower case PRINT alphabet      $28.95 
C1330 Magnatab-Manuscript Set lower & upper  $54.95

C1339  Magnatab Free Play Board (Just all dots) $19.95

D&Z-VIBE (DOUBLE Z-VIBE)
It’s here… a 2 in 1 oral motor tool! Makes your life 
easier and your therapy more effective. Includes 
a z-vibe plastic body where both ends can be 
threaded with a tip so one side can vibrate and the 
other will not. Comes with a Probe tip at one end 
and a special removable plug at the other end. 
Turn plug end for on and off. (Additional tips avail-
able and sold separately. See item below)

O1412D  Original Metal Body  $45.95
O1412R  New Body in Durable 

Plastic $32.95

GOLDILOCK SCISSORS
“JUST RIGHT FOR EVERY CHILD “
A unique children’s scissor. What makes our 
scissors unique? Its overall size is small (only 
3”), it has short 1” blades and smaller-child 
size finger holes. This makes them “just right” 
for little hands. They come in true right or left 
handed models and they are ADORABLE!  
They were designed by an expert in hand 

function and motor skill development, as a teaching and practice 
scissor. Their unique features allow young, beginning cutters, as 
well as children having a difficult time mastering scissor skills, to 
immediately have greater control. This results in less frustration for 
child,(teacher and parent too!)and more successful cutting! Check 
online for quanity discounts.
            W7304-G   Right Handed    $3.95

W7305-G   Left Handed      $3.95

Z-VIBE TIP & TECHNIQUES BOOK 
Now updated! Quick, easy to follow reference 
guide explaining; how, when and where to 
use the z-vibe or double z-vibe and its tips. 
A helpful resource based on the insights of 
the author’s more than 30 years experience 
in the area of oral sensory-motor therapy.

 O1488  $32.95

PAPER TOYS 1 & 2 
Actual action toys that can be played 
with! These booklets, each contain 
detailed plans, including therapist 
hints, for making 6 different paper 
toys. Paper, scissors, stapler, and 
a few paper clips are the only 
materials required. Booklet 1 is simpler using only a few snips 
and folds. Booklet 2 has more complicated plans. Both are ideal 
for bilateral coordination, refined grasp and manipulation skills. 
Also available now as a digital download! 

• X6702 Paper Toys 1 - printed edition        $4.95           
• X6703 Paper Toys 2 - printed edition        $4.95
• X6702-d Paper Toys 1 - digital download $2.50         
• X6703-d Paper Toys 2 - digital download $2.50           

• Bite & Chew Tip for Z-Vibe (Set of 3) O1402 $11.99 
• Brush Tip for Z-Vibe O1491 $15.95 
• Animal Tip Set for Z-Vibe (Set of 3) T1481 $27.95 
• Fine Tip for Z-Vibe O1494 $  5.50  
• Mini Tip for Z-Vibe O1408 $  5.50 
• Preefer Tip for Z-Vibe O1409 $  5.50 
• Probe Tip for Z-Vibe O1404P $  4.95 
• Replacement Battery (1 only) O1410 $  3.50 
• Soft Sylvi Spoon Tip for Z-Vibe O1493 $  5.95 
• Pen Tip for Z-Vibe O1415 $14.95 
• Pencil Tip Kit for Z-Vibe W1423 $  9.95 

Z-VIBE INTERCHANGEABLE TIPS:
 All tips are great for providing safe, effective oral motor stimulation. 
One tip per client recommended. Check website for quantity pricing

AIRHEADS
“Off with their heads!” is the correct 
response when playing with this fun, 
flying toy.  Hold the body shaped handle 
in one hand, pull the retractable string 
with the other and watch the heads fly! 
Great tool for bilateral coordination and 

visual tracking.  Smooth, simple mechanism and variety of funny 
faced foam heads make this a motivating and successful toy for 
indoor and outdoor use.          B6931   $9.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/writingclassroom-ss6.htm#1885
http://www.pfot.com
http://shoponline.pfot.com/motorplanning.htm#773
http://shoponline.pfot.com/oralmotor.htm#564
http://shoponline.pfot.com/oralmotor-ss3.htm#972
http://shoponline.pfot.com/oralmotor.htm#262
http://shoponline.pfot.com/writingclassroom-ss7.htm#1997
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RETURNS/DAMAGES
♦   All returns: require proof & date of purchase, They will not       
be accepted without prior authorization, are subject to a 
20% restocking fee & must be made within 30 days of receipt of 
order. All damages/shortages must be reported within 15 days 
& all packing material must be retained. Return of undamaged 
products must be shipped at consumers expense.
♦ A PFOT/store credit slip will be issued for all refunds/credits 
under $50.00. All other  credits will be issued in the same 
method as received. Computer software can not be returned 
if opened.

♦ PFOT reserves the right to correct any inaccuracy or 
errors in pricing and descriptions.

ORDER INFORMATION / POLICY
♦  All orders subject to acceptance by PFO T.
♦  Minimum order is $20.00.  Orders under this amount are             
     subject to a $3.00 service charge.
♦  There is a $20.00 fee on all returned checks.
♦  Shipping Charges, MUST be included in order total.   
     PFOT reserves the right to adjust shpping rates at any time.
♦  Please add an additional $9.00 post office fee for any US order   
that is shipped outside of the contiguous United States 
♦  Prices are subject to change without notice, including price 
     corrections and shipping/handling rates, as needed.
♦  Substitutions may be made, of equal or higher value, unless  
       otherwise stated in writing, prior to shipment.
♦  Full shipping address (including company name, apartment/     
      suite number, etc. where applicable) and any other pert-              
      inent information must be included on order. Fees incurred          
     due to incorrect address may be past on to the purchaser.
♦  All orders shipping within the contiguous United States will        
     be shipped via UPS or USPS, at the discretion of PFOT.

PAYMENT OPTIONS:

PURCHASE ORDERS
♦  Purchase Orders are accepted from approved agencies.  All      
      PO’s must be submitted in writing on your agency’s form          
     with authorized signatures. Please call for instructions.
♦  Appropriate shipping charges MUST be added to purchase 
      order total.  Failure to include this information will create a         
      delay in the shipment of your order.
♦  All P.O.’s are payable net 30 days of invoice.  Past due 
     balances are subject to finance charges.
♦  P-Cards are accepted. Shipping fees must be included.
♦  Invitations to bid at gladly accepted.
♦  PFOT is a registered vendor with many schools/agencies.         
    Requests to register are gladly accepted.
♦  PFOT is the Sole Source of many items. Please call for a list.

PREPAID ORDERS
♦  Orders from individuals are gladly accepted.
♦  Payment may be made by check, money order or credit         
     card and MUST be submitted with your order.
♦  If prepaying with a check, you may wish to call us for availability
     of items and to check current prices.
♦  Shipping charges, as noted on the order form, must be included  
     in payment. 

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
♦  International orders will be shipped via US Global
      express mail service.Contact us for a shipping quote.
♦  Only US Funds accepted. Any fees incurred for non-US
      will be charged back to customer as needed.
♦  International orders must be prepaid via international       
      wire transfer or credit card by special arrangements..
♦  Email for an international quote before placing order.
♦  PFOT reserves the right to pass on any additional post-         
      age/shipping costs to the consumer, as needed. All        
      customs fees, taxes, and brokerage charges are the           
      responsibility of the consumer. 
♦  PFOT reserves the right to change the method of 
      shipping as needed without prior notification.

PFOT FULL CATALOG: 
In an effort to help the environment 
& keep prices as low as possible, 

WE ARE GOING GREEN - JOIN US!
All of our products (old and new) can be found 
online at our website. Please check back often 

for updates and specials: www.pfot.com

JOIN OUR EMAIL LIST:
STAY CURRENT & SAVE MONEY!

~Get coupons, product features & specials
~ Unadvertised sales and contests

~ Also get activity ideas
~ Story starters and fun facts.

(We NEVER EVER share or sell your info!)  
(Unsubscribe anytime!)

Having trouble finding an item online? 
Not sure which item to choose? 

Call us - We’re Here to help!

http://www.pfot.com
http://www.pfot.com
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